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We talk the talk, but do we
walk the walk?
As a business owner looking for someone to support you in
protecting your IP, you have likely reviewed a number of
different options.
You have also probably taken a look at us (thanks!).
We are delighted to be part of your consideration.
You may have also taken a look at our team, specialities and
what we say about ourselves that sets us apart from other
IP law firms.
That's all well and good, but where is the proof?
This eBook provides you with unfiltered testimonials from
clients we have helped.
And that's it. (Aside from the pre-amble on this page).
We hope that these help you get a better idea of the way
that we help our clients.
Read on!
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thebigword
thebigword.com
Robert Manning
In-House Counsel
"Virtuoso Legal have done some tremendous work
for us over the years. They handled a case of
trademark infringement on our behalf in 2017 and
we were handed unprecedented damages.
Crucially, our web traffic increased by 50 per cent
after infringing domains were removed, making a
very positive difference to our business growth.
Both Liz Ward and Kirsten Toft are so involved in
our business, and know so much about us, it’s as
though we are all the most trusted of friends. I
thoroughly recommend the services of Virtuoso
Legal, especially to organisations doing much of
their work digitally, needing serious protection of
their valuable IP in an expanding and fastchanging environment.”

Arte Potendi
Kim Tidy
Owner
“I have always found Liz Ward
and the team at Virtuoso Legal
to be extremely efficient, very
helpful and a pleasure to deal
with. I’ve been working with
them for four years now, since
my business was established,
and
would
thoroughly
recommend them to anyone
looking to protect and nurture
their intellectual property.”

Trio Healthcare
trioostomycare.com
Lloyd Pearce
Founder and CTO
“Trio Healthcare has worked with Virtuoso Legal
since our start-up days in 2013, when they were
introduced to us as a ‘law firm that would help us
grow’.
The team at Virtuoso Legal is absolutely brilliant and
efficient. They have held our hand, many times
leading the way, always being proactive, guiding us
to what we need to do in the area of trade marks and
brand protection. They are very quick to respond too.
They are such an important element of our business
that we think of the team as part of our internal
business, even though they are located externally.
Our Trio® products are now available in 22 countries
and it’s fair to say that we could not have done this
without the IP services of Virtuoso Legal.”

Vanguard Global Solutions
vanguardglobalsolutions.co.uk
Antony Thompson
CEO
“I have experienced a very high
quality service from Liz and the
team, although, I have been
primarily working with Kirsten, who
has been great.
The teams at Virtuoso Legal are
diligent and helpful in understanding
and navigating what is otherwise a
complex environment to work in. I
believe they have been very fair on
price and I would recommend them
to my friends.”

Naurex Group Limited
naurexgroup.com
Sandra Bootle
General Manager, Naurex UK
“I have often felt that we get short shrift
from many legal firms who are free to
charge inflated hourly rates with no
guarantee of success or satisfaction.
It is completely refreshing therefore to
find a forward-thinking company fully
attuned
to
today's
customer
expectations and which truly excels in
client relationships.
In this way, working with Virtuoso legal
to achieve success becomes a rewarding
and satisfactory experience.”

NOCN
nocn.org.uk
Graham Hasting-Evans
Managing Director
“Virtuoso has advised NOCN Group on all its
Intellectual Property matters including protection
of the brand portfolio, licensing advice and
international registrations.
Vice-Principal Kirsten Toft has offered invaluable
IP advice and strategy to NOCN Group. She has
acted for NOCN Group in relation to complex trade
mark invalidity proceedings, negotiated and
reached a beneficial settlement.
She continues to advise us on all things IP including
in relation to brand acquisitions and managing
and protecting our ever-increasing international
trade mark portfolio. Kirsten has provided us with
excellent commercial advice and supports NOCN
Group in a professional and responsive way. I fully
recommend Virtuoso Legal.”

Stories Flooring
storiesflooring.co.uk
Yarl Christie
Managing Director
“I have used Liz Ward Virtuoso to
defend two separate IP cases against
two of the largest flooring companies in
the world.
On both occasions she and her team
have been great and we have managed
to achieved the outcomes we wanted. If
it wasn’t for Liz Ward and her team
defending myself and my companies I
would not be in business today.
Thank you again Liz and Virtuoso.”

Progeny Corporate Law
theprogenygroup.com
Alisatair Scott-Somers
Director
“We have an enduring relationship with
Kirsten Toft from Virtuoso Legal, who we
know will always give us excellent advice
on all matters that are related to IP.
We are given expert advice quickly, in a
succinct format that provides clarity. Our
ethos is totally client focussed and
Virtuoso Legal has the same values, which
make us highly compatible.
It’s really helpful that we have a worldclass partner who also happens to be
based in the great city of Leeds.”
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